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Marketing Technology, also known as MarTech, describes a range of software and tools used in
marketing and is an estimated $149.7 billion industry in the U.S. and the U.K., broadly defined.1
MarTech assists with marketing workflows, customer acquisition and retention, brand and
communications, content and social, and data and analytics. There are over 4,000 companies
providing marketing technology in the U.S.2 In that universe, Colonnade estimates that 2,500
are companies exclusively focused on MarTech.
Across all industries, companies are striving to spend marketing dollars more efficiently to
increase sales, which has been fueling the growth in the MarTech industry. In 2021, U.S.
companies spent an estimated $285 billion3 on advertising, yet they waste an estimated 26%4 of
their budgets on unproductive channels and ineffective strategies: the messages delivered by
brands are irrelevant, repetitive, mistimed, or reach the wrong audience. MarTech can increase
the efficiency of spend.
Five trends are driving the increased demand for MarTech:
1. Increased consumer spending and digital shopping
2. High lead and customer acquisition costs
3. The “Cookiepocalypse”
4. The need to calculate true marketing ROI
5. The birth of the no-code era
There has been a flurry of M&A activity in MarTech. Strategic acquirers are adding services and
capabilities, while private equity and venture capital firms are scaling businesses. Simultaneously,
new companies are proliferating as the demand for diversified technologies continues to evolve.
As a result, acquisitions will continue at a fast pace, but the industry will not consolidate into a
handful of pre-eminent players anytime soon.

The MarTech Industry is Large and Fragmented
There has been an explosion of MarTech companies. There are numerous large players, public and
private equity-backed, and then thousands of smaller companies, many of which are focused on
specific applications. The number of companies will continue to grow as marketing technology
evolves. The MarTech industry can be subdivided into five sectors:
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AdTech
Software solutions for evaluating
and purchasing ad space, with
analytics of ad performance

Data & Analytics

Social & Relationships

Software for marketing campaign
measurement, customer
experience, data analytics, True
ROI and attribution

Software to engage with
customers, practice account-based
management, market across
channels, and build loyalty

Content & Experience

Marketing Management

Create and manage content and
the customer experience

Software to automate, manage,
and design marketing campaigns
including SEO, online, email, and
direct mail marketing campaigns

MarTech Growth Drivers and Relevant Trends
Increased consumer spending and digital shopping
As consumers continue to purchase more goods and services, companies will spend more to
effectively market to them. In 2022, consumers are in great shape. Post-Covid, consumer
spending experienced a V-shaped recovery and is expected to grow to $44 trillion by the end of
2024. Jamie Dimon stated, “(Consumers are) spending 25% more today than pre-Covid” when
commenting on J.P. Morgan’s fourth-quarter earnings.5
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QUARTERLY PERSONAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES
($ in trillions)6
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Consumers are increasingly researching and purchasing products, goods, and services online,
which increases the demand for MarTech. Out of necessity, buyers embraced online purchasing
during the pandemic, becoming the new normal. Since the pandemic started, 64% of consumers
have used digital banking services more frequently, and 74% intend to use digital banking in
the future. The pandemic also accelerated e-commerce growth in the U.S. in 2021, with online
sales reaching a level not previously expected until 2022.
US RETAIL ECOMMERCE SALES 2018-2024 ($ in billions)7,8
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Lead costs have been increasing across industries, and the trend will continue. Lead costs have
grown by 25%, compounded annually, over the last five years. As digital retailing grows (B2C
and B2B), there is more competition, and companies spend more money to find actionable
leads for high-intent consumers. The highest performing leads are proprietary in-market, firstparty leads. Conversely, third-party leads can be inefficient because they can be aged, represent
out-of-market consumers, have incomplete data, and include fraudulent names.
COST PER LEAD BY INDUSTRY ($ in actuals)9
2016
Average

2021
Estimate

Five Year
CAGR

IT, Computer, Tech Services

$45

$208

36%

Healthcare and Medical

$37

$162

34%

Financial Services

$47

$160

28%

Industrial and Manufacturing

$36

$136

30%

Travel and Tourism

$29

$106

30%

Marketing Agencies

$24

$99

33%

Education

$27

$55

15%

Telecom

$26

$45

12%

Retail

$29

$34

3%

Industry

Marketers are using technology solutions to reduce the overall cost of lead generation. One of
the ways to decrease costs is to increase customer retention through an improved experience.
For example, AFG Technologies, which services auto manufacturers, dealers, the recreational
and power sports industries, including third-party administrators, has developed a new
platform called TRONIX. TRONIX improves the entire lifecycle management of customers from
the buying process through servicing, maintenance, recalls, and their next purchase, with
increased transparency allowing customers and dealers to communicate and access data more
easily while leveraging third-party applications.
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The Cookiepocalypse
Cookies have been a core part of the internet’s advertising ecosystem since their invention in
1994, enabling companies to track users across websites. Third-party cookies (a.k.a. persistent
cookies) are stored on a user’s device and used on 28% of all websites. Google Chrome will be
phasing out third-party cookies over a three-month period in 2023 creating a void in identifying
consumers. Other browsers, such as Safari, Mozilla, and Firefox, have already implemented
some blocking against third-party tracking cookies. Marketers rely heavily on personal data
provided by third-party cookies for revenue, and publishers stand to lose 52% of revenue. Firstparty cookies that track basic data about a company’s website visitors are safe.
PUBLISHER REVENUE LOSS FROM DISABLING THIRD-PARTY COOKIES10
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Customer data is essential for effective marketing, and tech solutions in this area are in high
demand. New technologies that are immune to third-party cookie restrictions are developing.
These technologies will essentially entail collecting more first-party data. One area of focus is
contextual ad targeting, targeting a user based on what page they are currently visiting. For
example, rather than show you an Allstate ad because you were shopping for home insurance
two hours earlier, in contextual ad targeting, you will get an Allstate ad because you are reading
about a tornado that hit Tennessee. There will be an increase in demand for providers to
optimize existing data, handle customer data at scale and protect consumer privacy. There have
already been several deals to improve first-party data capabilities, such as Demandbase’s
acquisition of Engagio.
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Marketing attribution is the complicated process of determining which marketing tactics and
channels contribute to sales or conversions. Measuring the true marketing ROI is fundamental
to determining the most effective marketing efforts, campaigns, and channels while optimizing
spending. Unfortunately, despite the $240 billion spent annually in the U.S. on marketing, true
marketing ROI is often a black hole. Marketers waste an estimated 25% of their advertising
budgets on unproductive channels and ineffective strategies.11 Marketing attribution is big
business. According to Adriot Market Research, the global marketing attribution software
market size is $9.7 billion.
The need for technology focused on marketing attribution has driven some recent acquisitions.
For example, in December 2021, LiveRamp, a leading data connectivity platform, acquired
Rakam to embed its technology to provide a single, unified segmentation solution and enable
clients to generate real-time insights and create custom audiences wherever their data resides.
Also in December, Telmar, a global media planning leader, acquired Helixa, which has
capabilities in digital and social media data analysis, which provide a deeper understanding of
consumer insights. Notably, in 2020, Twilio (NYSE: TWLO) acquired Segment, a data
intelligence company.
The birth of the no-code era
We are beginning the age of “citizen developers” in marketing. No-code building platforms use
drag and drop technologies that enable users without coding knowledge to develop
applications. Users can mix and match and assemble customized user experiences. As a result,
companies will have more in-house creators who can launch marketing initiatives more quickly
and cost-effectively.
Investors have flocked to no-code companies. Established MarTech companies include Canva
(used for this industry report) and Shopify (NYSE: SHOP). Canva received $200 million from
Bessemer Venture Partners, Dragonner, and others, valuing the company at $40 billion in
September 2021. Shopify has no-code automation, allowing merchants to build workflows
without writing code using a drag and drop builder. In addition, there have been many recent
start-ups in no-code MarTech, including Noloco, a web portal builder for small businesses, and
BrightReps, a builder for customer response workflows.

Mergers & Acquisitions in MarTech
There has been a flurry of M&A activity in MarTech that will not abate in the near-term.
Strategic acquirers are adding services and capabilities, while private equity and venture capital
firms are scaling businesses.
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The public companies have been acquisitive, adding on additional technologies, services, and
capabilities.
Company

Ticker

Description

Number of Market Cap
Acquisitions ($ in mm)

BIGC

Platform for online store creation, SEO,
hosting, marketing and security

2

$2,076

BCOV

Online enterprise video platform

6

$400

8

$21,402

33

$3,009

9

$2,506

1

$762

5

$15,169

2

$2,347

15

$129,488

12

$3,196

1

$3,471

12

$36,324

1

$1,099

15

$1,617

HUBS
RAMP
MNTV

ONTF

XM
SEMR
SHOP
CXM
SPT
TWLO
YEXT
ZETA

Developer and marketer of software products
for inbound marketing, sales, and customer
service
(Formerly Acxiom) A data connectivity
platform to reach new and manage existing
customers
(Formerly SurveyMonkey) provides market
and brand insights and enterprise feedback
management from customers and employees
Platform to create, scale and personalize
engaging experiences for consumers through
interactive webinars, virtual events and
multimedia experiences
Empowers companies to capture and act on
customer, product, brand and employee
experience insights in one place
Single platform provider of SEO, content
marketing, competitor research, and social
media marketing
E-Commerce platform
Unified customer experience management
platform
Cloud software bringing together social
content (Instagram, YouTube, etc.) and
messaging, data and workflows in a unified
system of record, intelligence and action
Customer engagement and data platform
SEO - Enterprise search based on ai providing
consumers direct answers instead of links
Data-driven marketing technology company to
create, maintain and monetize customer
relationships
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In addition to the public companies, another large MarTech player is Medallia, a customer
feedback management software platform to improve the customer experience. It has made ten
acquisitions and was taken private by Thoma Bravo for $6.4 billion in October 2021. M&A
activity in the MarTech industry has been booming with an estimated 164 M&A deals in 2021.12
Below is a select list of notable transactions.
Date

Seller

Investor/Acquirer

Jan 2022

Backlinko

Semrush
(NYSE: SEMR)

Backlinko is a marketing and SEO training platform,
widely regarded as one of the most respected resources
for training, advice, and strategies in digital marketing.

Intentsify

BV Investment
Partners

Intentsify offers detailed buyer intent data to provide an
accurate view of which consumers should be targeted for
marketing and their preferences. Intentsify quadrupled
annual revenue in 2019 and 2020, and tripled revenue in
2021.

Dec 2021

Helixa

Telmar
(Liiv)

Telmar, a media planning agency, acquired data-driven
audience intelligence platform, Helixa. Telmar aims to
expand its digital and audience analysis capabilities with
this transaction.

Oct 2021

Medallia
(NYSE: MDLA)

Thoma Bravo

Medallia, global leader in customer and employee
experience, was taken private by Thoma Bravo for $6.4
billion.

Oct 2021

Clarabridge

Qualtrics
(NASDAQ: XM)

Qualtrics acquired Clarabridge, the AI-powered leader in
omnichannel conversational analytics, for $1.125 billion.

Oct 2021

Simpli.fi
(GTCR)

Blackstone
(NYSE: BX)

Simpli.fi offers a full suite of mission critical workflow and
ad buying software to help customers execute digital ad
campaigns. Blackstone made a significant equity
investment at a $1.5 billion valuation.

Sept 2021

829 Studios

CIVC Partners

Dec 2021

Description

829 provides integrated, data-driven digital marketing
services to clients across B2C and B2B verticals.

Brandmaker acquired leading marketing planner,
Brandmaker
Allocadia and
budgeting, and performance management SaaS solutions
Sept 2021
(Rubicon Technology
Hive9
providers, Allocadia and Hive9, in July and September of
Partners)
2021, respectively.
Talend
Thoma Bravo acquired Talend, a leader in data
(Nasdaq:
integration and data integrity, in an all-cash
Sept 2021
Thoma Bravo
TLND)
transaction of approximately $2.4 billion.
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Date

Seller

Investor/Acquirer

July 2021

Alight Solutions
(Blackstone)

Foley Trasimene
Acquisition Corp.
(NYSE: WPF)

June 2021

Moz

iContact (Ziff Davis,
Nasdaq: ZD)

May 2021

Moosend

Sitecore (EQT)

Klaviyo
(Accel Partners
May 2021
and Summit
Partners)

Sands Capital

Dec 2020

Liftoff

Blackstone
(NYSE: BX)

Nov 2020

Tapad
(Telenor Group)

Experian
(LSE: EXPN)

Nov 2020

Emarsys
(Vector Capital)

SAP
(NYSE: SAP)

Oct 2020

NinjaCat

Clovis Point Capital

Engagio
Jun 2020 (Norwest Venture
Partners)

Demandbase

Feb 2020

Looker

Google
(Nasdaq: GOOG)

Feb 2020

Evergage
(Arrowroot
Capital)

Salesforce
(NYSE: CRM)

Jan 2020

Centerfield
(H.I.G.)

Platinum Equity

Description
Alight Solutions, a cloud-based provider of integrated
digital human capital and business solutions, merged with
Foley Trasimene Acquisition Corp in a transaction of
approximately $7.3 billion.
SEO software startup, Moz, was acquired by email
marketing company iContact.
Moosend, a SaaS-based marketing automation platform
provider, was acquired by Sitecore as part of its ongoing
$1.2 billion growth plan.
Sands Capital led a $320 million Series D for Klaviyo, a
leading customer data and marketing automation
platform, bringing its total funding to over $675 million
and valuing it at $9.2 billion.
Liftoff, global performance-based mobile app marketing
optimization platform, received a ~$400 million majority
investment from Blackstone. Blackstone went on to merge
Liftoff with Vungle, another adtech portfolio company.
Tapad is a provider of digital identity resolution for
marketers to help connect brands to consumers. They
were acquired for a cash consideration of approximately
$280 million.
Emarsys provides marketing solutions that deliver
messages to customers through varying channels. Prior to
the acquisition, Emarsys had raised $55.3 million in two
rounds of fundraising.
Clovis Point Capital completed a significant growth equity
investment in NinjaCat, an all-in-one platform for
marketing teams to store, report, monitor, and analyze
data at scale.
Demandbase and Engagio both focus on account-based
marketing, where a team channels outreach efforts on
specific, high-value accounts. They shared over 30 clients
prior to the acquisition.
Google acquired this business intelligence and data
analytics company for $2.6 billion and integrated it into
Google Cloud.
Evergage operates as a platform to deliver real-time
personalization and interaction management. Salesforce
bought Evergage for its personalization engine, which
predicts marketing offers based on customer history and
behavioral data with AI.
Platinum Equity acquired Centerfield from H.I.G. Growth
Partners. Centerfield provides digital performance
marketing solutions to drive lead generation and end-toend customer acquisition.
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Conclusion
The $149.7 billion MarTech industry is highly fragmented and will continue to be so as
technologies evolve. The high level of M&A activity will not consolidate the sector as the
underlying industry, marketing and advertising, is too large, and the change in the technologies
is too rapid. We expect private equity and venture capital interest to continue to be high in the
sector over the next few years.

Colonnade is a leading advisor to the MarTech, lead gen and marketing
industries
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For more information on the MarTech industry, please contact:

Gina Cocking
Managing Director
312.425.8145
gcocking@coladv.com

Jeff Guylay
Managing Director
208.726.0788
jguylay@coladv.com

Matt Anderson
Analyst
312.425.8162
manderson@coladv.com

Colonnade Advisors LLC • 600 Cleveland Street • Suite 272 • Clearwater, FL • 33755
Investment banking services provided through Colonnade Securities LLC, member FINRA
Colonnade is an independent investment bank focused on the financial services and business services sectors. Colonnade
provides expert, objective advice on mergers and acquisitions, private placements, fairness opinions, valuation opinions
and corporate finance issues for privately held businesses, publicly traded companies and financial sponsors. Our senior
bankers bring extensive transaction experience, industry expertise, a process orientation and a sense of urgency to each
engagement.
This advertisement was prepared February 2022. It is not investment advice, and Colonnade undertakes no obligation to
update the information contained herein.
©2022 Colonnade Advisors LLC.
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